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letter
from the

Shri. Anil Swarup, IAS (retd.), former Secretary,
School Education and Literacy (2016-18), Ministry
of Human Resources and Development, who has a

management

track record for fostering public-private partnerships
to improve the quality of school education, said, “In
India for any idea first to work and then to sustain
and scale, it has to be politically acceptable, socially
desirable, technologically feasible, financially viable,

collaboration for

administratively doable…..”
Ganitha Kalika Andolana (GKA), - a math programme

Transformation

designed and incubated at Akshara Foundation and
scaled up via state governments, is an important
example of how Akshara has managed to collaborate
with multiple stakeholders in delivering quality math
education to children in government primary schools.

India’s primary education system is one of

“They have the room to ideate,

the largest in the world . There are 881,600

the expertise to design innovative

1

(DISE 2017-’18) government primary

learning programmes that blend

schools in India and even more students

A pilot effort that started in three educational blocks
in Karnataka impacting nearly 47,000 children has
gone on to impact almost 1.2 million children in
government schools across the states of Karnataka,
Odisha and Andhra Pradesh.

What do
we see for
the future?
We see more scale – in the next three
years we expect to see a footprint

in them. These schools provide primary

with classroom needs. They have

education within 1 km radius to children in

the capacity to deliver results.

Working with the system has been a

Their efforts, however, are mostly

myth-buster for Akshara. Akshara has

fragmented, and the enormous bulk

had only revelations along its journey.

Android-based math learning app

of education needs more than small-

Contradicting popular perceptions,

available for free in five languages, we

Government’s own assessments and
independent surveys like ASER highlight

cluster impacts.”

it finds teachers who are founts of

95% of the country2.
But enrolment is no longer the BIG concern
it used to be - Learning quality is.
3

that learning levels do not meet acceptable
Rote learning is the norm while getting to
the heart of a subject is seldom stressed.

visit our website akshara.org.in to

that is being done in isolation to counter the

DIET5 Principals, BRPs6, and CRPs7

with the government. They (the government) have

a Math Symposium organised by Akshara

the power not only to reach the last school but also

Foundation early in the year.

math the only way they should – going

and innovative, and officials like BEOs4,

order to achieve scale, it is necessary to collaborate

for Public Instruction, Karnataka, said, at

see more and more children learning

possible working in little islands. The good work

government to scale and sustain. It is clear that in

ideas,” as Dr. P.C. Jaffer, IAS, Commissioner

model. In addition, with our innovative

from the concrete to the abstract. Do

growing problems in education can integrate with

NGOs in the education sector have “brilliant

nearly 4 million children using the GKA

subject knowledge, highly enterprising

Akshara has long believed that solutions are not

standards. Nor are classrooms child friendly.

of over 100,000 schools impacting

to mobilise resources and machinery. Collaboration,
scale and sustainability go together. The spirit of
collaboration is etched in Akshara’s way of working.

who embrace positive developments in

know our progress on a regular basis.
With Best Wishes

education and believe in action.
Partnership is about building trust. It is about
patience, persistence, perseverance. Akshara

Ashok Kamath

has been at it for nearly two decades, has made

Chairman, Board of Trustees

mistakes and learnt from them, dusted them off,
re-engaged, and started new chapters on the road
to success.

1

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/760201468771257407/130530323_20041118114646/additional/multi0page.pdf

2

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/760201468771257407/130530323_20041118114646/additional/multi0page.pdf
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2

5

Annual Status of Education Report.

3

4
Block Education Officers.
District Institute for Education and Training.
6
Block Resource Persons.
7
Cluster Resource Persons.

about

our

us

mission

True Public-Private
Partnership Model
Create replicable,
scalable solutions

If scale is critical, as it should be, then we
have to work in tandem with government.
We focus on ensuring that our solutions

Akshara Foundation
was established as
a Public Charitable
Trust in 2000.

supplement government efforts, not supplant

Our programmes work. They are

them – hence they are supportive in nature

cost-effective and have proved to help

and not remedial. And if they have to sustain,

with improving learning outcomes. We

then community engagement is a must too.

have developed robust processes to
ensure effective scale up.

It was conceived as a tripartite
partnership between the government,
the corporate sector and the voluntary
sector. Since inception, we have
impacted the lives of over 1.75 million
children in the states of Karnataka,

To Make Our
Education
Systems Work
for Every
Child

Odisha and Andhra Pradesh.

our

belief
The organisation was

a 3600
approach
for impact

what we

founded on the belief

do

that quality education is
the undeniable right of
every child and no child
should be deprived of

To this effect, we develop and

this simply because she

deploy to scale sustainable

does not have access

solutions to improve learning

to it or the resources to

outcomes in the public pre-primary

realise her dreams.

and primary school systems.

Employing
Appropriate
Technology

Making it Sustainable
Generate demand for quality
schooling and a sense of ownership

To collect, analyse and disseminate

across all stakeholders with proof

data accurately and in a timely

of effectiveness.

manner to stakeholders.

4

5

our

PrOGRAMMES

6
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In keeping with our belief that

The national average

every child deserves equal access

for math proficiency
of rural children in

to quality education, Akshara has
always tried to address the last
child in the last village by looking
at where and with what she/he
needs help, the most.

government schools
per ASER-2018
shows:

India has

around
122.37 million
children in

20.9%
OF CHILDREN
IN GRADE 3

Grades 1 - 5

CAN DO 2 DIGIT

SOURCE: DISE 2017-18

SUBTRACTION

22.7%

If a solution works for that child,

OF CHILDREN IN

the assumption is that it will

GRADE 5 CAN DO
SIMPLE DIVISION

work elsewhere as well. First we

solution in the form of a model
to it, in an effective, scalable and
sustainable manner.

studies show that a modest increase
almost 20% higher wages; other

The public sector

Good pedagogy,

provides access

training and technology

to scale and the
private sector

can address issues
of effective scale-up

math and science performance at
the individual level can increase

like India where studies show that

and deliver on
quality. Therefore

8

of one-half standard deviation in

all the more important in countries

to innovate

to improve proficiencies

studies show that an improvement

GDP per capita by 0.87%8. This is

has the ability

a collaboration

8

in inculcating early numeracy. Many
in numeracy scores corresponds with

find the gap in the learning cycle
and then see how we can find a

There are huge economic benefits

less than 25% of children in primary
schools9 (grades 1-5) can do grade

between the two

appropriate math – this translates

sectors is a must

to over 100 million children unable

to solve population

to be ready to progress effectively to

scale issues.

secondary school and beyond.

The High Cost of Low Educational Performance ; Report by Prof. Eric Hanushek and Prof. Ludger Woessmann for the OECD PISA programme
9
Annual Status of Education Report, 2018, www.asercentre.org

9

ganitha
kalika
andolana

GKA began with a pilot that impacted

the GKA
model

about 48,000 children studying in grades
1 to 5 in 574 government schools in the
state of Karnataka, India. After three
years of evaluation, the unambiguous

d. Monitoring: Innovative and efficient
monitoring tools and processes are
essential to support rollout at scale.
Android phone-based apps have been

success of the programme resulted

created to make data collection, analysis

in it being extended to over 12,000

and dissemination seamless and timely.

government schools in Karnataka.
Seeing the efficacy of the programme,

Besides economic arguments, there is a more

other states in the country - Odisha and

basic social issue. Not inculcating math skills

Andhra Pradesh - replicated it in another

early, will increase inequality. And inequity,

6,200 schools.

which leads to poor innumerate families falling
prey to financial manipulation.

The total number of children

We need to raise the numeracy expectations

it has benefitted has crossed

of every stakeholder - parents, teachers, the

1.2 million.

State, employers and, most of all, children by
creating structures conducive to a math learning

The Karnataka and Odisha state

movement. This is a critical need, given the

governments plan on taking the

posited 100-year gap10 between schooling

programme to the remaining districts in

opportunities and outcomes for young people in

both states over the next three years.

e.

There are six segments
to the model that have to
work simultaneously to
ensure GKA is effective.

developed strategies at the community
level, that call for strong involvement and
participation of the community at all levels,
to ensure continuity and sustainability of
the programme in the long term.
f.

a. Government buy-in: Without this there is

the developed and developing world.

little hope of scaling up in a sustainable

been a pioneer in engaging with the

manner. It is a combination of public

community at scale and in a sustainable

commitment, backed by a conviction that

manner. During the academic year 2018-

this will work at the grassroots level and

19, Gram Panchayats (GPs) in Karnataka

hence worth supporting with financial and

have organised and funded 1,245 GP

human resources.

Contests, which saw participation from
~184,000 children. The assessment of
children’s performance in these tests is

Material (TLM): Akshara has created

is Akshara’s flagship programme.

scientifically-designed teaching/learning

This activity-based math support

materials (compliant with the National

almost census-like and since the tests are
similar to the ASER tests, we have a good
benchmark for comparison.

Curriculum Framework 2005) to teach

programme is designed to
improve numeracy levels and
make math fun and easy to learn
for government school children
in grades 1-5. It is currently

c.

math. We have also developed Teacher

We believe that for a programme to be

Training Manuals in eight different

successful, every stakeholder needs to play

languages, and videos to refresh prior

an equal and important part in the process.

training. All of our work is freely available

This not only encourages a healthy dialogue

under a Creative Commons CCBY Licence.

between stakeholders, but it also instills a
sense of ownership and accountability. And

Capacity Building Modules for state

implemented in government

resource persons and teachers have been

schools across Karnataka, Odisha

developed and so far, we have trained

only when they are accountable for the same
objective, will we see a programme like GKA
become a MOVEMENT in the real sense.

nearly 20,000 teachers, oriented Head-

and Andhra Pradesh.

Teachers and Cluster and Block Resource
Persons. Our training has consistently been
rated as best-in-class by all three states
where we have introduced GKA.
10

Why Wait 100 Years? Bridging the Gap in Global Education. Rebecca Winthrop and Eileen McGiveny, The Brookings Institution, June 2015
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Assessments of children via extensive
community engagement: Akshara has

b. Pedagogy and Teaching / Learning

Ganitha Kalika Andolana (GKA)

Strong Community Engagement: We have

11

footprint

As of March 2019, GKA’s footprint covered over

1,200,000+ children
in Karnataka, Odisha and Andhra Pradesh.

Odisha

Karnataka

2017 TILL DATE

PHASE 1 AND 2
12,065+
SCHOOLS

2018 TILL DATE

Grades 4 & 5

16,800+
TEACHERS & RPs

285,000+
CHILDREN

Trained

Grades 1 to 5

12
DISTRICTS

2,075+
TEACHERS & RPs

Grades 1 to 5

5,200+
TEACHERS & RPs
Trained

Trained

Gulbarga

Raichur

ourselves is this: How do you find ways to get children
more access to math? So in addition to what Akshara
has been doing inside the classrooms, we felt that the
child needed some form of reinforcement of concepts
learnt in school, even at home under their parent’s
benign supervision.

In the year 2019-’20, we aim
to cover all 44,000 government
primary schools in Karnataka;
35,000 government primary
schools in Odisha; 3,900

to present the curriculum in an interesting and exciting
way, via a device otherwise used for recreation and
entertainment purposes – the family’s smartphone.

government and model primary

If a student leverages the family’s smartphone and is

schools in Andhra Pradesh.

allowed to use it for 20 – 30 minutes a day, we can

2
DISTRICTS

provide the access he/she needs to more math exposure,

Bolangir

the time he/she gets for math learning.

through this medium. This almost automatically doubles

Rayagada

13
DISTRICTS

Yadgir

hours a week. The question that we always ask

learning environment at home, the need of the hour was

289,900 +
CHILDREN

2,000
MODEL SCHOOLS

bridging
a gap,
with a
learning
app

typically exposed to math learning for less than two

With many children in government schools not having a

4,200+
SCHOOLS

Andhra Pradesh

600,000+
CHILDREN

Children in government schools across India are

18,000+ government primary schools, impacting

Introducing
Building Blocks

Anantapur

Koppal

Chittoor

Bellary

East Godavari

Bidar

Guntur

Bengaluru Rural

Kadapa

Chamarajanagara

Krishna

‘Building Blocks’ - the learning

Chitradurga

Kurnool

app, in November 2018. Supported

Chikkaballapura

Nellore

by CISCO’s Corporate Social

Dharwad

Prakasam

Gadag

Responsibility (CSR) and available

Srikakulam

on Google Play11, it makes learning

Visakhapatnam

math fun and easy, by providing

PHASE 3

Vizianagaram
West Godavari

concepts from the curriculum

will cover the remaining

Which is how we came to launch

textbook as a set of fun games to

29,259 government
impacting 622,000
children in grades

practice at home.

GANITHA
KALIKA
ANDOLANA

primary schools

4&5

In the rural Indian context,
technology to learn is in a very
nascent stage. Designed to work
on a basic level smartphone and
11

12

13

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.

proof

in both offline and online modes, Building

of the

Blocks is here to break that barrier, by

pudding

making technology accessible, universal
and inclusive.
The idea of this free app was to make it
an educational tool for mass consumption.

The Sahus were on a train from

Available in five languages (English,

Vishakhapatnam to Rayagada, out for a

Kannada, Hindi, Odia and Gujarati) and

family function, a family of four – Pradeep

designed for children in Grades 1-5, it

What makes
Building Blocks
stand out

has the potential to reach children both in
urban and rural areas.
The content currently available covers
over 70 math proficiencies in the form of

Works on the most basic
Android smartphone

~250 games, stacked under the following
concepts: Number Sense, Number
Operations, Shapes, Measurement, and

Works ONLINE and OFFLINE

Data Handling. With over 197 games in
the Practice mode and 54 games in the

It is absolutely FREE

Challenge mode, Building Blocks is well on

Building Blocks is a GDPR/COPPA
compliant app

its way to keeping children hooked on to
math for some time to come.

It is pedagogically designed completely mapped to the curriculum as
per the National Curriculum Framework
(NCF) 2005.
The app has audio instructions so that
children not proficient in reading may
not lose out on learning math.
Available in 5 languages - Hindi,
English, Odia, Gujarati and Kannada
Practice mode: 197 games

Kumar Sahu is a businessman in Asansol;
his wife, Padmavathi, a homemaker who

For the few hours they were on the train,

also occasionally helps her husband at

Durgaprasad was involved, taking on

work; and their two sons, Durgaprasad

division with determination. He was

(10) and Saiprasad (7), both students at

amazed at the Fish in a Tank game – a

the Delhi Public School (DPS), Asansol.

Grade 3 concept. He had to distribute

Lipsa Bharati, Programme Manager,
Ganitha Kalika Andolana (GKA), Akshara
Foundation Odisha, happened to be on the

equally the nine purple-coloured fish
swimming in the big tank to the three
small tanks below.

same train and struck up a conversation

With all that to stimulate him, he

with them. Akshara was testing Building

exclaimed, “I had never thought of division

Blocks at the time. She introduced it to the

in this way before. The concept of division

two boys, in a bid to keep them engaged.

has suddenly become clear after the series

Durgaprasad was more artistically inclined
while Saiprasad was the math pro. Until

of six games with Fish in a Tank. It’s really
just equal distribution.”

that moment. Durgaprasad dived straight

At that juncture, the final form of Building

into a division sum in the App, though math

Blocks was still in the crucible, being

is not his favourite subject. Lipsa observed

moulded, and Lipsa could not give them the

that he enjoyed Building Blocks much more

link just then, though the family was keen.

than Saiprasad, was able to do the sums
one by one.

Once Building Blocks was available on
Google Play12, the Akshara team got in

By the end of the ride, Durgaprasad

touch with the Sahus who were only too

said, “This is a better way of doing math,

excited to be able to download the app.

without all the tension it causes us.”

Challenge mode: 54 games

12

14

15

Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.

easy
english

Learning Outcomes
of Children
Around 473 children from treatment schools and 275 children from
control schools of Grades 1, 2 and 3 participated in the pre and post
tests. The results of the tests depicted in the figure below explain the
delta scores across pre and post tests.

As simple as the name, Easy

Figure 1 : Learning Outcomes (%) of grade - 1 children (Pre-Post difference)

English is Akshara’s digital

10

Writing

programme designed to help

short workshops spread over the year along with

a government school teacher

digital (basic and advanced) modules, to bring

31

-5
Reading

44

language proficiency and confidence to teachers

and her/his student (first

for classroom interactions.

generation English-learners)

Assessments are built into each lesson and data

in grades 1, 2 & 3 enhance

is digitally collected as well as instantly displayed

their English language skills.

to the teacher. There are follow-up notes and
exercises for practice on the Android-based tablet
for the teacher.

English often plays the role of a placeholder

12

Speaking

BENEFICIARIES TILL DATE

subject themselves. That was the gap we

48 TEACHERS
450+ CHILDREN

needed to first fill. Empower the teachers
with better English skills and teach them the
way English is meant to be taught and learnt.
Easy English is a simple app that is

We have been implementing this

completely mapped to the school curriculum.
It makes English interactive, intuitive, fun and

programme in the Gudibande block

most importantly, EASY to learn and teach.

of Chikkaballapur district and

The app is designed to provide an audio-

Hoskote block, Bengaluru Rural

visual learning experience, where students

78

Control (N=104)

assessments were designed across treatment and

Conversation, Rhymes, Phonics, Grammar,

control schools. An identical cluster was selected

Reading and Writing exercises to cover

for comparison as control cluster. All the children

themes such as Fruits and Vegetables,

studying in Grades 1-3 and teachers teaching

Parts of the Body, My Family, etc., teacher

those grades were tested at two time points as

empowerment is achieved through multiple

16

as overall scores are

13

concerned. Students

40

of all grades have

13

Speaking

46

scored well in

-3
Listening

Listening, followed

63

Control (N=72)

by Speaking, Reading

Treatment (N=130)

and Writing skills.

Figure 3 : Learning Outcomes (%) of Grade 3 children (Pre and Post difference)

Reading

1
29
9

-3
Speaking

35

47

-1
Listening

61

baseline and end line measures along side of the
treatment schools.
16

substantially from
the programme so far

Reading

To measure the success of the programme

While children are exposed to features like

schools have gained

0

Writing

Writing

English language.

the treatment

Treatment (N=152)

Figure 2 : Learning Outcomes (%) of Grade 2 children (Pre and Post difference)

district for two years now.

can repeatedly listen to the ‘sounds’ of the

the children from

5

Listening

subject in their curriculum, as many of the
teachers have never formally learnt the

It is very clear that

69

Control (N=99)

Treatment (N=191)

17

Teacher Performance

Be it English or math, we at

Teachers were tested across 2 levels-basic
and advanced. Teachers who were tested at

Advanced Level

the basic level had undergone eight months

Teachers who had a long-term, 24-month

of intervention; whereas teachers of the

create
technology
to support

exposure constituted 24 in number and

advanced level had an exposure of 24 months.

showed substantial improvements as

In total, around 48 teachers from the treatment

compared to the control group. There seems

schools and 25 teachers from the control

to be a significant improvement in Reading,

schools of Grades 1, 2 and 3 participated in

Akshara have always been
focussed on monitoring the
progress of our programmes.
And monitoring a programme at
scale needs adequate technology.

Writing and Grammar.

the pre and post tests. The results of the tests
depicted in Figures 4 and 5 explain the delta

Which is why, Akshara and
technology have gone hand in

Figure 5
Average percentage of Teachers of Hoskote block
(Pre-Post difference) - Basic Level

scores across pre and post tests.

hand for many years now.
How do we know whether a programme
36

Listening,
Comprehension

Basic Level

gka dashboard
on klp.org.in

child’s learning levels? How do we ensure
a teacher is actually using the math kit as

-2
Writing
Reading

is working well? How do we assess a

18

Grammar

26

part of GKA to teach her class? At such
large scales, how do we know that the

6

19

Klp.org.in is a public platform where all the

performance reporting of the system is

stakeholders involved in primary education

honest? The reach of a programme like

6
10

can participate and contribute to the cause of

GKA makes these questions impossible to

ensuring better schools and education for all

address, without some help.

Teachers who had a short-term, 8-month

Control (N=13)

exposure, constituted 24 in number and

children in Karnataka.

Treatment (N=24)

The technology tools we have designed and

showed improvements by three times as

implemented (see https://klp.org.in/gka/), will

compared to the control group. There seems

substantially help mitigate this problem because

to be a significant improvement in Speaking,

respondents using this tool include people from both

Reading, Writing and Grammar.

within the system (Head teachers and educators)
and from outside the system like our own trained

Figure 4
Average percentage of Teachers of Gudibande block (Pre-Post difference) - Basic Level

Grammar

The GKA Dashboard on klp.org.in is all about
impact management. It allows one to view all the

2

monitoring, assessments and community data by

29

district, by block, by cluster and by school. We can,

17

Writing

given a date range, view data at any of these levels

39

in real time. It can even generate a summary of

12

Reading

Speaking

field personnel and education volunteers.

Gram Panchayat Contests held during a particular

38

time period or geography as needed.

6
32

It is this balance that will help us improve
accountability.

29

Listening

23

Control (N=12)

Treatment (N=24)
18

19

that seal of

A P P R O VA L

20

21

old partners
Akshara and the government are old
partners. We go way back to 2000,
when the organisation was conceived
as a tripartite partnership between the

It needs to be a good programme for government to put

government
supports
a good
programme

its weight behind it. A good programme that’s politically

government, corporate

acceptable, workable in government schools, stays

and voluntary sectors.

system cannot be broken and re-made. The partnership

within budget, and interlocks with government. The
must fit in. It also must be a programme that proves
itself through performance benchmarks, and has a

Collaboration is what keeps
this partnership going.
It’s not as though there was a
ready-made template of functioning,

history of achievement to its credit.
Akshara has designed many mega programmes that
ran their course with the Department of Education’s
approval. The Reading Programme became a
transformed government initiative called Oduve Nanu,
implemented across Karnataka’s primary schools. The

•

in Bangalore, and the School Library Programme in

government. It was learning on the job

the pilot Math Programme, and the first iteration of

over 1400 primary schools in the city. Akshara Ganitha,
GKA, operated in some of the most difficult terrains of

•

•

•

process and make them more productive
in the classroom

where learning levels are low, proved its workability.

was established. Pedagogy, training, monitoring,

•

A strong community engagement
programme called Gram Panchayat Math
Contests, which has forced parents to ask

tech-based assessments and strong community
engagement underpin GKA. Given every stakeholder’s
momentum push, GKA is one of the few government
programmes to become a full-fledged math movement.

22

Teachers being empowered with welldesigned tools to help in the teaching

works seamlessly in practice. A sizeable pilot in districts

foundational learning in numeracy is weak, requirement

The Government and community taking
ownership of children’s learning levels

holistic and critically, scalable and sustainable model

Since within government there’s no argument that

Access to quality learning for all children,
everywhere

educational deficit.
GKA made the cut for many reasons. This comprehensive,

The adoption of a fun and easy way to
learn math

Preschool Programme worked in over 1500 anganwadis

or a manual on how to work with
and forging a way.

For a child, this collaboration has resulted in:

23

questions and eventually work closely
with school teachers so that children
benefit from it

being administratively

DOABLE

24
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Dr. M. T. Reju, State Project Director,
Samagra Shikshana Karnataka, said at
Akshara’s Math Symposium that there is
not enough of a budget for quality in public
sector education.

“Our priorities need to be reinforced.

GKA
will keep
them in
class

The issue of quality is not all that simple.
Parents’ demands are so big.”

At a GKA teachers’ training early this year,
Chandru settled in early, booking his place

Then there was Muralimohan, CRP of

“What I like about Akshara’s model is

in front, a long notebook with him, and the

Lakshmisagara, Kolar district, eyes wide with

Akshara Teacher’s Manual. Training is one

excitement as he challenged himself to do

that it brings accountability. The GKA

of the first Akshara activities that herald a

sums with the materials in the GKA kit. “The

programme in fresh geographies. Government

teaching-learning materials address every

had announced an expanded footprint

single concept,” he said. “With this the math

for GKA. Akshara’s math programme was

class will become active. If you put math

on the cusp of reaching all of Karnataka’s

on the blackboard no one is interested. The

government primary schools.

foremost feeling in a student’s mind is, ‘How

teaching materials are unique. Karnataka
fought to take GKA to all districts.”

do I get out of this class?’ GKA will keep them

By Day 3 of the five-day training, Chandru

These are powerful expressions of change-making
reality, and this is the mindset that has led to GKA
being adopted by the government. Government is
aware of the crisis in education. If an education
programme designed to provide better quality
than what is being imparted currently is sound in
pedagogy, processes and outcomes, there is no
reason a government will not give it due diligence.

in class. They will keep coming back. They’ll

had been immersed in GKA long enough to

engage in the classroom.”

make a value assessment. He is compact,
personable, young. A contemporary appeal
about him. A higher primary teacher in
Devarayasamudra, Kolar district, he is also
a Math Resource Person who feels GKA is a
composite strategy for the ‘dilemma’ of math
in class.
“I like the new methods of GKA,” he said.
“Newness always attracts teachers. When we
visualise and do, learning will be everlasting.
This programme should be upgraded to
Grades 6 and 7 too, so that our students can
compete with those from private schools.”
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Collaboration & Change
SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS

No government can ignore such endorsements.

strides are noteworthy. Though many are still

They’re experiential voices from its own space,

If you ask him what his greatest achievement

way behind, significantly large numbers are

which is why Government of Karnataka, after

as CRP is, he would say it is the stellar

making it out of the math predicament.

that cautious and considered implementation

At the publicly held, Akshara-inspired Gram

ambit in Hyderabad-Karnataka three years

Panchayat Math Contests, children from

ago, is now propelling GKA across the state.

village government schools are making a

Government of Odisha too has been listening to

mark, some of them scoring 100%. Every child

the groundswell of opinion and will be factoring
it in when taking a decision on expansion.

who fails in these contests is an indicator of

Teachers are feeling unburdened. As for

local administrations are questioning school

my

learning record of the primary school in

inspiration

Hanumanthanahalli that he groomed as a
model school. Students walked away with most
of the top prizes at last year’s Gram Panchayat

is mathematics

Math Contests.

an under-performing school. Parents and

children for whom math sometimes holds the

managements and rooting for learning quality.

far-flung glamour of the unattainable, even

It is not rare to find inspired officials in the
education chain. Nagesh K.O. is the perfect
example of such an official. The Department of

as fear and frustration hinder progress, their

Education (DOE) has fine resources, committed,
ingenious, dispersing energy where they go.
As Reader of Teacher Education, Chitradurga, which he
was till mid-2018, GKA wasn’t necessarily his domain.
But shining a light, broadening minds, and improving
education he considered his self-appointed role, and he
had the official power to get things done.

Officials who Inspire
“We have a programme called
GKA. We have to make it

It must be his chemistry with math, Nagesh has

Gowrasamudra cluster in the same district.

vividly his yearning for an alternative way of math, for

A RESPECTED RESOURCE PERSON

the resources he now sees in GKA. An active promoter

It was in childhood that he was drawn to the

of the programme, he was at this group meeting, one
of many he conducted in his tenure, to convey the GKA
spirit to officials. He wanted them to act on GKA, not just
give a soaring thumbs-up, and this he did by inspiring,
hectoring, pressurising and persuading, while being

40 education officials from

the tides he inspired haven’t shifted. He has passed on

implementation.

“IT IS EASY-GOING MATH”

the other day as Cluster Resource Person of

he says. “Children learn so well with it. I like its

Veeranna Jatti has moved elsewhere, to new roles, but

accountability about GKA

making the same mark on education he did till

paralysed by the very thought of math, he remembers

Jatti, addressing a group of

organised, where he demanded

Challakere in Chitradurga district, Karnataka,

a big attraction for GKA. “It is easy-going math,”

work,” declared Veeranna

Research Workshop on GKA he

Government Model Higher Primary School in

A government school student who, many years ago, was

friendly and jovial.

Chitradurga district at an Action

Nagesh is currently a math teacher at the

his GKA fervour to many officials down the line who
carry the torch forward.
Akshara sees political will in the unlikeliest people in the
establishment, and acceptance at all tiers for an NGO
programme, a sign that collaboration is robust on the

innovative methods like the kit, group learning
and CRA13. Very good.”

universe of numbers. Today, Nagesh is a scholar

“On Sundays I coach students appearing for

of math, a learner, and a devotee. “I respect

competitive exams – from children in the lowest

math. I love math.” Nagesh is now a DOE-

grades to graduating students. I find out their

designated state level math and GKA Resource

problems with math and believe the GKA kit is a

Person.

solution for all levels. A simple solution. Akshara
Foundation is an inspiration.”

For a 37-year-old, his resume is a tapestry of
achievement. It’s all about disseminating math

For a CRP-Resource Person-teacher who says,

and teaching teachers and students to embrace

“my inspiration is math,” it’s small surprise that

it with a positive spirit, leaving fear outside the

he is familiar with all the 22 GKA teaching-

classroom door. “I am supportive of teachers.

learning materials. “I use them every day.” Or

I train them and I want to see how training

that the GKA anthem is the opening song in his

translates in implementation. I’m interested in

class. “It’s like a prayer.”

teachers’ classroom situations. I study it.”

ground, giving hope that joint solutions are politically
possible for education.
28
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Concrete-Representational-Abstract, the framework of GKA.

making it socially

DESIRABLE
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OUR COMMUNITY INITIATIVES THAT DRIVE

For a programme to be sustainable well

THE DEMAND FOR QUALITY EDUCATION AND
IN TURN, MAKE GKA SOCIALLY DESIRABLE:

beyond Akshara, every stakeholder
needs to recognise its potential, take
ownership of its outcomes and continue
to implement it long after our exit from

GP

contests

On the appointed day he ferried the

a geography. In other words, it needs to
become Socially Desirable.
Which is why, people collaborations
are the nub of Akshara’s Community
Programme. Every idea becomes a
people’s project. Only they can ensure
long-term sustainability. Akshara
doesn’t appropriate the education field.
It hands over expertise, onus, its design,
its methodology. The programme is a
quintessentially Akshara format – drive
the conversation on education, get the
community involved.

participants, children of Grades 4, 5 and
In March 2019, Akshara was close to

6, to the venue in his autorickshaw. On

completing two successful years of its

daily earnings of Rs. 200-250, he could

signature Gram Panchayat Math Contests in

well have stayed away from self-imposed

many of Karnataka’s villages.

transportation duties. But he threw himself in.
The community didn’t need much persuasion

The field team was in Bardapur, a little village

either to contribute. They gave generously.

in Bidar district, as the advance unit that

Together, through fruitful synergies - the

prepares for a GP Contest. It was a new place,

Panchayat, the people and Ashok Biradar -

they knew no one. They had to pave the way.

they made it happen.

It was fortuitous that they ran into Ashok
Biradar, a tea vendor, the unlikeliest banner-

The children sat down to write the test in

holder for a GP Contest you could think of.

hallowed silence. When the prizes were
announced for each grade, Ashok Biradar’s

He of course didn’t just sell tea and scrape

daughter in Grade 5 secured a top spot, but his

together a living, he was a community-

own school where he heads the SDMC got just

propeller too. Turned out he was also

one single prize. Though intensely disappointed,

President of the School Development and

Ashok Biradar pushed harder.

Monitoring Committee (SDMC) of his village
government school, and as such, wielded
a large baton. SDMCs are governmentmandated, parental bodies that oversee
school functioning.
Quickly grasping the importance of the
contest, the tea vendor-President set himself
to making it a success. And things simply
moved. He was all over the place, in the
5 villages that the competition covered,
making announcements in public squares,
motivating children to participate and parents
to attend, engaging with the GP, which is the
government administrative agency that would
conduct it, putting the pieces together for a
triumphant finale.
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When the Akshara team shared the outcome analysis report with the GP and the school,

Nearly 40,000 community members including parents,

Ashok Biradar acted with campaign fervour. A quick self-learning course in GKA, which

youth, etc. have witnessed these GP Contests and we

was being implemented in his school, prepared him. He drew up a chart of monthly

believe this will bring in greater awareness of the status

reviews with teachers to discuss math outcomes and how best to augment learning with

of learning in their own communities.

the programme’s methods and kit. It sparked a mini GKA movement in his school.
Such reverberations are common after GP Contests. When Akshara incubated the concept
and trialled it in the heartland of Karnataka, it caught on, in no less than mass proportions.

As compared to ASER, the performance in GP contests is
significantly up, as depicted in Figure 5. However, year on
year growth in performance is not significant in many of the
competencies where the first year’s performance was higher –

Figure 5 : Learning Outcomes: Comparing Repeat GP Contest with ASER 2018

for example, the score for addition has grown by just 3 points

(% of children acquiring basic competencies)
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(81 to 84) while multiplication has grown by 8 points (38 to 46).
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We also noticed a drop in performance in the
third year (for children in Grade 5) and upon
analysis we found that this is because we
introduced more word problems. It is possible

Subtraction

Division

Subtraction

GRADE 4

Akshara 2016-17

Division

Subtraction

GRADE 5

Akshara 2017-18

Akshara 2018-19

Division

GRADE 6

ASER 2018 India

that children deficient in language skills might
have issues in solving word problems.

ASER 2018 Karnataka

Analysis of the data

The number of children participating across

for GP contests held

all the GP Contests increased year-on-year. In

between 2016-17 and

the repeat contests, we found an increase of

2018-19 reveals some

16% in participation year-on-year. We believe

interesting insights:

that children’s attendance in the GP Contests
touches nearly 90% of the total enrolment
while regular school attendance hovers
around the 70% mark.
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Akshara has 9000 Education Volunteers, mostly in

1-3-6-9
wall
writings

a cadre of
education
volunteers

Karnataka, many in Odisha. The model may differ
from place to place, but the core principle is the
same: Support education. They administer the on-site
processes of the GP Contests; they coach students in
weak subjects during out-of-school hours; and sensitise
the community to the importance of schooling.

The Larger Good
Stuti must be in his early twenties. He’s
well-turned-out, studious behind his glasses,
a quiet smile lingering. He is an Education
Volunteer who goes into villages in Odisha,
propagating Building Blocks, Akshara’s math
app, persuading people to download it into

On a bus ride to a North Karnataka

The SDMC to meet
every month.

village, a team member got talking about
Akshara’s 1-3-6-9 formula with a fellow

their mostly low-end smartphones.
For Stuti it makes special sense. He’s doing
his BA (Hons) in Education and this project

passenger. So taken up was he by the

Parents to participate
in the parents’
meetings schools hold
once in three months.

stimulus to education this would provide
in his community, the stranger promptly
pulled out Rs. 500 from his pocket as his
contribution to the effort. Such activities
are vital to rejuvenate languishing

entwines with his subject choice. Method
defines his working style. For someone not
yet out of college, he doesn’t seem to scatter
time or energy.

He has formed a group of four Education

government schools in rural places, he said.

Teachers to ensure
that parents review
their children’s
learning progress
once in six months.

The team member was touched by the
trust deposit he received. It was instant
rapport. At the village, he involved the
community in painting the formula in
Kannada on a prominent public wall

Volunteer partners who divide their
responsibilities, taking on a set of villages,
each with about 100 families, and combing
them door-to-door. The group completed 250
downloads in a week, working 6-8 p.m., after

where people would stop and take notice
in the hope that it would provoke thought

Children to attend
school nine months
in a year.

and action. Wall Writings are an activity
schedule for the year, a strategy for
awareness, the message transformational.

college hours and before study time.
Stuti represents young India, the new breed, prone to
idealism, generous and giving, with a deep yearning to
commit to a worthwhile cause, a desire for change. All
towards making a positive contribution, towards giving back.
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the force of

c o l l a b o r at i o n
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the big goals
Through these unique strategies,
Akshara’s Community Programme is
slowly winning hearts and minds, the
battle on the ground. Over the last three
years, people pitched in Rs. 5 million
for 1-3-6-9 wall writings and Rs. 20-30
million for the GP Contests, funding them
both entirely.
Akshara works towards building
capacity, scope, skills, and resources in
every village to keep alive the learning
dimension through ideas that are clear,
reachable, executable, and goals that

no one

went to

school

If collaboration needs a poster child, here
is Anand Kirehosur, an unspoilt, unlettered
shepherd boy who went on to secure a coveted
spot at a Gram Panchayat Math Contest

SCHOOL FOR THE FIRST TIME

Akshara facilitated in his village – a full 100%, a

It so happened that the Department of

first prize and a commendation certificate for

Education was conducting its Dakhlati

proud achievement.

Andolana, or Enrolment Drive, in

In his family of six siblings, no one went to

Binkadakatti. The CRP, a progressive

school. In his village of Javoor in Dharwad

education official, seeing that Anand

district, scanty, worn thin by poverty, almost

was at home one day, landed at his

everyone reared sheep, and that was what

doorstep, orchestra in tow, drums, music

Anand was meant to do, his father Siddappa

and all, and requested his sister Devakka

ruled. Siddappa was strict in his beliefs.

to admit him to school. But Anand was

Besides, why would his children need school?

a guest for only a few more days, she

It was superfluous, life’s matters lay elsewhere.

remonstrated. The CRP was persuasive

Earning a livelihood, supporting a large family –

and Devakka, coming around to the idea,

issues that mattered.

put him in Grade 1 at the Government
Lower Primary School in Binkadakatti.

So every day, Anand, the youngest, grazed
sheep, and he enjoyed it, till one day when he

are selfless and transparent.

was nine years old, providence decided to play

HIS TEACHER SHYAMA

That, says the programme team,

a benevolent hand. One of his elder sisters fell
ill. She lived with her husband in Binkadakatti

School plunged Anand into mute

is scale and sustainability.

resistance. He did not want to sit with

in Gadag district, a bigger village, slightly more

his younger peers. A feeling of inferiority,

developed and less remote than Javoor. Anand

of being valueless, overwhelmed him. He

was promptly dispatched as caregiver.

refused to touch his pencil. Unwilling and
unable to acclimatise to a classroom, his
gaze turned inward to the freedom of the
open grazing lands outside Javoor and
his sheep.
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But Shyama did not give up, and instead rose to

A special workshop has been hosted on

SURAVI
2018

the challenge of educating Anand. She impressed
on him the value of education, the self-esteem he
would get, the future it would open. She pushed
open the scope of his patchy concentration bit by
bit, but more than anything else, she showered

Ganitha Kalika Andolana at Suravi in 2017 &
2018, ever since Akshara Foundation signed
an MoU for GKA with the Odisha Government.
The stall at Suravi last year was interestingly
designed, as a life-size math classroom.

on the friendless and alienated Anand love and

This 60’x40’ space was abuzz with curious

affection. Study for a year, she bargained. If you
don’t like it, you can go back.

children poking their heads in to learn all about

Anand trusted her, so he listened to her, and

teachers organising workshops and quizzes,

this interesting way of approaching math, and

gradually began to learn.

all day long. Teachers from other districts
spent time understanding the CRA progression

NIRMALA’S FORWARD-MOVING IDEAS

in math and took notes. They familiarised

Three years later, Anand was in Grade 4 and

themselves with the resource materials for

IN FULL BLOOM

Nirmala entered his life, who, like Shyama, is one

implementation in their own classes.

Then came the Gram Panchayat Math

of those enlightened government school teachers

For two years now, teachers and students

Contest. 145 children from Grades 4, 5

no one hears about, full of empathy and forward-

have given feedback on the workshops and

and 6 from three neighbouring schools

moving ideas.

how they enjoy the GKA way of math more

participated in it.

She gently shifted the pivot, giving Anand a

Anand was the top scorer in the Grade 4

leadership role in the math class. Anand was
put in charge of the GKA kit, a responsibility he
bore dutifully, opening it, taking out the individual

Department’s flagship

answer paper were correct. When the

programme for celebrating

academic attraction at the festival.

Children’s Day. Each year it

In 2018, Building Blocks was also a part of

system, the applause did not stop till Anand

overseeing the play-and-learn arrangements and
putting them all back once class was over.

received his prize. Shyama and Nirmala

is celebrated over 3 days and

could not contain themselves, they wept

sees at least 3000 participating

Very soon Anand could identify each of the 22

with joy. Anand was in a state of exalted

TLMs by name. It didn’t take long for the next

emotion, crying and happy. Devakka and

students. Exhibits, stalls and

leap. He began solving sums with the help

her husband stood in disbelief.

workshops spanning various

Partnership forged Anand’s success.

themes are set up for them and

Government administers GKA large-scale,

the celebration is popularised

of the materials, got a working knowledge of
the concepts. Without realising it, Anand was
evolving into quite a math expert in class.

for Grades 4 and 5 in primary schools in
Karnataka. It is an Akshara programme,

workshop and commented on how it is a major

the workshop wherein tabs were set up for
children to enjoy the math games on Building
Blocks. The students were hooked from the
very beginning. They took turns to play on the
Tabs and ended up timing their classmates for
turns, because everyone wanted their fair dose
of math for the day.

by the Education Minister,

and the two aligned. From shepherd boy to

Education Secretary and State

achiever - victory that day belonged to the

Project Director.

force of collaboration.
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from across the state have visited the GKA

section of 48 children. All 20 sums in his
results were announced over the speaker

pieces of teaching-learning materials (TLMs), and

than the regular rote method. Educationists

Suravi is the Odisha Education
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it all
adds up,
a math
symposium
“When will I use math?” is

“When I think of government

a question often posed by

schools, I think of it as a large

The Objectives of the
symposium were:

system, a complex system.

1. To provide exposure to what has worked for

On January 18, 2019 Akshara Foundation hosted

children wondering how topics

‘It All Adds Up’, a Math Symposium to honour

like Algebra and Division will
play a role in their everyday
lives. However, often without

math for the seen and unseen ways in which

It’s not adding up, the silos of

it keeps our world moving. For millions and

innovation and pilots. What

millions of children, it is the centre of school. The

are the problems? I put them

Symposium was a coming-together of experts

realising it, we use math

who deliberated on how best math learning can
be simplified, augmented and enlivened.

skill. Akshara Foundation

Shakuntala Devi has said,

We invited a galaxy of eminent people who are

is not only giving tools but

“Without math, there’s nothing

authentic voices of expertise and experience

building accountability as well.

you can do. Everything around

to discuss how best math learning can be

Teachers get many days of

you is math. Everything around

known names in their domains were there.

you is numbers.”

Among them were Dr. P.C. Jaffer, I.A.S.,
Commissioner for Public Instruction; Rohini

we think of career progression,

State Project Director, Samagra Shikshana

building better governance?”

Director, OSEPA14, Odisha; and R. Ramanujam,

Partnerships in Education
3. Understand the role that Societal Platforms
and Ed-Tech can play in improving learning
outcomes
4. Learn from teachers and pedagogy experts
It brought various stakeholders together,
and gave everyone a chance to listen to
and understand the other person’s views,
experiences and learnings. It also opened many

with teacher motivation? We’ve

Chairperson, Arghyam; Dr. M. T. Reju,

Bhupendra Singh Poonia, I.A.S., State Project

experiences in implementing Public Private

in a year. What’s the problem
increased teacher salaries. Can

Senior Managing Director, Accenture India;

2. Get state governments to share their

government-sponsored training

Nilekani, Co-Founder, EkStep; Founder-

Karnataka; Rekha Menon, Chairman and

Andolana initiative

in two buckets. Will and

in day-to-day activities.

simplified and augmented. Some of the best-

Akshara Foundation in its Ganitha Kalika

doors to other such possible partnerships in
the future.

NAMITA DALMIA
Principal, Omidyar Network

Professor, Theoretical Computer Science,
Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Chennai.
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Odisha School Education Programme Authority
45

making
headlines

We are so excited
to share this. One of
Akshara’s biggest
supporters for a few
years now released
their report.
‘Omidyar Network’s
First 10 Years : An
Impact Analysis’.
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Akshara would not be where it is,

Support
of our

working at scale, to help improve the
quality of education in government
schools without the help and support
of all our partners, corporate and

Donors

individuals alike. Every bit you have
donated to our cause goes a long way.
Thank you.

CORPORATES
INTERNATIONAL
Adobe Foundation
Charities Aid Foundation America
COT Charitable Corporation
Global Giving Foundation

INDIVIDUALS

MachIQ Software services AG
Pratham USA

Aadisht Khanna

Target Corporation India (P) LTD

Adarsh Jagadeeshwaran

Your cause LLC

Alamelu E.P
Amruta Rao

CORPORATES
DOMESTIC

Anitha K. John
Anoop Manoraj

Akamai Technologies India (P) Ltd

Anshuman Bhatia

Ambuja Cements Ltd

Arjun Prasad

Central Square Foundation

Arvind V

Charities Aid Foundation

Ashwin Kumar Asoka Kumar Shenoi
Bhavesh Nath

Cisco Systems India (P) Ltd

Chandrashekar Badami

Design 2 Events

Chidambaram Muthappan

Greenergy Fuels (P) Ltd

Chirag Shah

Jasmine Infotech (P) Ltd

Deepa Mohan

Pasfar Technologies (P) Ltd

Devananda Jayaram

United Way of Mumbai

Dhruv Upadhyay
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Gowtham Sarava

Rajeev Khaitan

Sudharshan Sarathy

Hanuramlal

Rajesh Sundaraghavan

Sumiran Lohani

Hitendra Saraiya

Rajeshwari Sundar Rajan

Sunny Kumar Muthyala

Jignesh Shah

Rakesh Ramaswamy

Supriya Srinivasan

Kala Krishna Ramineni

Rohini Nilekeni

Sushma

Kanchan Vardhe

Sabari Trinadh Reddy
Tippareddy

Sweta Ananth

Kedar Sarmalkar
Kishore Thota
Mahitha Rachumalla
Manish Shah
Nagarathna R. Kamath
Nandan Nilekeni
Nikhil Rajpal
Parul Sastri
Prabhu Patnaik
Pradyumna Krishna
Rahul Garg
Rajeev Jha

Samir Kumar

Swethasri Mukherjee
Talasila Srikanth

Sandeep Pissay Srinivasa
Rao
Sekhar M

Udit Chibber
V P Baligar
Vedant Sampath

Shalini Toopran

Venkateshwara Prasad

Sheetal Patel
Shivkumar Singupuram
Shweta Bangalore Ramesh
Siddharth Paul Chaudh
Sirisha Vadlamani
Srikanth
Subhashini Srinivasan
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Vidya Charan Tatineni
Vijay Kumar
Vijay Natarajan
Vivek Kumar
Yogesh Shetty

A C C O U N TA B I L I T Y
and

T R AN S P A R E n CY
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Akshara is managed by a dedicated Board of Trustees that:

Akshara Foundation is registered under the
Indian Registration Act on March 2, 2000
(Registration No. 335/1999-2000).
The Trust Deed is available on request.
Akshara Foundation is registered under
Section 12A of the Income Tax Act, 1961.
The 80G Certificate is renewed under Number
DIT (E) 80G(R)/96/AAATA4879R/X-445/2011-12
dated June 23, 2011.
Akshara Foundation is registered under the
Foreign Contribution (Regulations) Act, 1976.
Registration No.094420987 dated
October 3, 2002 to receive foreign contributions.
It is renewed vide MHA ltr,
No.0300078342016 dt.06/o8/2016
valid till 31/10/2021.

• Is ultimately responsible for strategy, policy, budget and results.
• Approves audited financial statements and ensures the organisation’s compliance
with laws and regulations
• Examines the strategic long term plan and the individual annual plans and budgets
and reviews the progress of the plan throughout the year
• Sees to it that the activities of the organisation are aimed at realising the target and
contribute to its mission
The salary and benefits of the highest paid staff member and the lowest paid staff member.
• Highest paid staff: Rs 2,70,000/- p.m
• Lowest paid staff: Rs 8,107/- p.m

Names of Board Members and their position on the board. Meetings attended.

Name & Position on Board

Gender

Occupation & Organisation/Company/
Government

Mr. Ashok Kamath
Chairman

Male

Director, Point Cross.com Pvt. Ltd.
Trustee – Pratham Books

3

Mr. R.Dhirendra
Trustee

Male

CEO,
Eduquity Career Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

-

Trustee - Pratham Books

1

NA

-

Mrs. Kanchan Bannerjee
Trustee

Female

Commissioner, BBMP, IAS
Trustee – Ex – Officio

Male

Mrs. Rekha Menon

Female

Chairperson, Accenture India

2

Ms. Suzanne Singh
Trustee

Female

Trustee - Pratham Books
Chairman - Pratham Books
Board Member – United Way, Bangalore

3

Mr. Nishith Acharya

Male

Senior Advisor to Northeastern University,
USA

-

Mr. Rajiv Khaitan

Male

Partner, Khaitan & Co.

3

Managing Partner, Multiversal Advisory

1

Ms. Priya Chetty-Rajagopal

Female

The Akshara Board of Trustees met 3 times in the FY 18-19
44th Meeting held on 23rd April 2018
45th Meeting held on 1st August 2018
46th Meeting held on 4th March 2019
Minutes of the Board are documented and circulated.
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Meetings
Attended
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All remuneration and reimbursements to Board Members
Sl No. Name

Office held in the
association

Remuneration

Reimbursement

1

Mr. Ashok Kamath

Chairman

N/A

Rs. 53,928/-

2

Ms. Suzanne Singh

Trustee

N/A

N/A

3

Mrs. Rekha Menon

Trustee

N/A

N/A

4

Mr. R. Dhirendra

Trustee

N/A

N/A

Trustee
Ex-officio

N/A

N/A

5

Commissioner of BBMP

6

Mr. Nishith Acharya

Trustee

N/A

N/A

7

Mr. Rajiv Khaitan

Trustee

N/A

N/A

8

Ms. Priya Chetty-Rajagopal

Trustee

N/A

N/A

Total cost of international travel by all personnel (including volunteers) & Board
Members – segregating those incurred on organisational expense and those that were
sponsored, along with the name and designation of the person (s) who travelled, and
the purpose (s) of travel. Even if there is no travel it will be placed on record.

Name

Designation

Amount

Purpose

-

-

-

-

Total International Travel

Rs. 0/-

Total cost of national travel by all personnel (including volunteers) & Board Members
Rs. 2,19,618/Abridged financials: Balance Sheet, Income & Expenditure, Receipts & Payments
Account or Fund Flow Statement

Advisory Board
Akshara’s Advisory Board assists the Board of Trustees by providing insight, advice,
and support relative to programmes, curriculum, and development and fundraising
endeavors while providing links to the various stakeholder communities.
1. Mr. Ashok Kamath, Chairman
2. Mrs. Suzanne Singh
3. Ms. Tara Kini
4. Mr. V. Ravichander
5. Dr. Usha Abrol

Name and Address of Bankers
Axis Bank Ltd. (Local Account)
A/C - 231010100038368
IFSC CODE: UTIB0001446
Kasturinagar Branch
SR Enclave, No.5M-631, 5th Main Road
OMBR Layout, Bangalore -560043
Karnataka, India

6. Mr. T. Gautham Pai
Name and Address of Statutory Auditors

7. Mr. Gautam John

Singhvi, Dev & Unni
The distribution of staff according to salary levels and gender break up
Slab of monthly remuneration paid (in Rs)

Female

Male

Total

Less than Rs 5000

-

-

-

Rs 5000 - Rs 9,999

01

-

01

Rs 10000 - Rs 24,999

02

08

10

Rs 25000 - Rs 49999

05

27

32

Rs 50000 & above

06

04

10

Total

14

39
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29/4, 6th Floor, Trade Centre
Race Course Road
Bangalore-560001
Karnataka, India

55

Axis Bank Ltd., (FCRA Account)
SR Enclave, No.5M-631, 5th Main Road
OMBR Layout, Bangalore -560043
Karnataka, India.

Particulars

Sch No.

Excess of Income over expenditure/
(Expenditure over income) for the year

financial statements
(Amount in Rupees)
as at
March 31, 2019

as at
March 31, 2018

Income
Donations Received

8

7,98,893

3,85,04,104

Miscellaneous Income

9

12,20,816

24,75,366

20,19,708

4,09,79,470

Sub Total A

(1,20,87,110)

80,46,377

-

-

1,95,95,541

22,39,140

Opening balance in funds

AKSHARA FOUNDATION
No.621, 5th Main, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bangalore- 560043
Income and Expenditure for the Period Ended March 31, 2019

Sch No.

as at March 31, 2018

Add:
Opening balance in Corpus fund

Particulars

as at March 31, 2019

Programme & other income received

Preschool Programmes

A

-3,946

0.00

Inschool Programmes

B

18,22,920

31,71,284

Library Programmes

C

17,14,223

18,40,017

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programme

D

-

93,15,084

Ganitha Kalika Andolana

E

21,86,154

28,46,040

Research & Evaluation

F

-7,59,163

7,18,109

Math Digital

G

36,20,321

Total

1,60,88,941

2,81,76,050

Appropriated to
Preschool Programmes

A

7,327

14,71,394

Inschool Programmes

B

(6,31,042)

3,22,533

Preschool Programme

A

-

-

Library Programmes

C

(16,86,490)

-

Inschool Programme

B

13,94,259

-

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programme

D

58,72,172

34,93,939

Library Programme

C

-

-

Ganitha Kalika Andolana

E

28,60,161

77,19,385

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programme

D

27,64,398

55,327

Research & Evaluation

F

9,19,311

21,52,947

Ganitha Kalika Andolana

E

2,23,65,851

1,21,92,243

Math Digital

G

-

-

Research & Evaluation

F

21,23,000

-

-

5,51,962

Math Digital

G

1,88,43,375

1,91,66,994

Excess of Income over expenditure /(expenditure
over income) after appropriation

Sub Total B

4,74,90,883

3,14,14,564

Corpus funds

1,12,27,478

1,95,95,539

Total (A+B)

4,95,10,591

7,23,94,034

Preschool Programmes

A

0

-3,946

Inschool Programmes

B

0

18,22,922

Expenditure

Transferred from Inschool Programme

Administrative Expense

10

5,58,717

46,44,944

Library Programmes

C

0

17,14,222

Donor relation Expenses

11

23,58,876

36,38,625

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programme

D

-

-

Ganitha Kalika Andolana (GKA) Expenses

12

-

-

Ganitha Kalika Andolana

E

23,09,098

21,86,155

Depreciation

3

1,28,741

1,79,304

Research & Evaluation

F

-4,66,075

-7,59,163

30,46,333

84,62,873

Math Digital

G

30,18,440

36,20,321

Excess of Income over expenditure /
(expenditure over income) after appropriation

1,60,88,941

2,81,76,050

Sub Total C
Programme Expenses
Preschool Programme

A

3,381

14,75,340

Inschool Programme

B

25,86,137

11,18,933

Library Programme

C

27,733

6,77,758

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programme

D

86,36,570

1,28,64,350

Ganitha Kalika Andolana (GKA) Expenses

E

2,51,03,068

2,05,71,512

Research & Evaluation

F

27,49,223

36,30,218

G

1,94,45,256

1,55,46,673

Sub Total D

5,85,51,368

5,58,84,784

Total (C+D)

6,15,97,701

6,43,47,657

Significant accounting policies & notes thereon
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As per our Audit Report of even date
For Singhvi, Dev & Unni
Firm Reg No 003867S/ LLPIN:AAP- 3305

For Akshara Foundation

S Ranganath
Partner
Membership No 201191

Place: Bangalore

UDIN: 90201191AAAAAY3855

Date: 25th September 2019
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Place: Bangalore
57

Date: 25th September 2019

AKSHARA FOUNDATION
No.621, 5th Main, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bangalore-560043
Receipts and Payments Account for the Period Ended March 31, 2019
(Amount in Rupees)
Receipts

Sch
No.

For the Year ended
March 31, 2019

For the Year ended
March 31, 2018

Payments
Administrative Expenses

Sch
No.

For the Year ended
March 31, 2019

20

Donor relation Expenses

Balance brought forward

For the Year ended
March 31, 2018

10,32,753

28,85,515

23,58,876

36,38,625

Programme payments

- Cash on Hand
- Cash at Bank
Fixed Deposit

15,599

26,172

1,45,80,585

1,78,72,419

1,12,95,321

53,16,507

Donations Received - General

13

7,98,893

3,85,04,104

Miscellaneous Income

14

11,75,212

22,86,756

Programme receipts
Inschool Programme

15

13,94,259

-

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programmes (KLP)

16

27,64,398

55,327

Ganitha Kalika Andolana

17

2,23,65,851

62,41,480

Research & Evaluation

18

21,23,000

-

Math Digital

19

1,88,43,375

1,91,66,994

13,200

-

1,53,576

-

7,55,23,268

8,94,69,760

Fixed Asset Sold during the year
Tax Refund recieved during the Year
Total

Preschool Programme

21

-

14,71,394

Inschool Programme

22

25,37,619

10,39,632

Library Programme

23

-

6,39,848

Karnataka Learning Partnership Programmes (KLP)

24

86,32,111

1,28,62,191

Ganitha Kalika Andolana

25

2,48,40,506

2,10,48,522

Research & Evaluation

26

27,49,223

36,30,218

Math Digital

27

1,91,47,508

1,63,37,922

Fixed Assets Purchased

3

-

-

Movements in Creditors Balance

28

-5,24,183

22,512

Paid to Akshara Foundation, N. Karnataka

29

60

-

7,668

15,598

24,67,274

1,45,80,585

1,22,73,856

1,12,95,321

-

-

7,55,23,268

8,94,69,760

Balance carried forward
- Cash on Hand
- Cash at Bank
Fixed Deposit
Total

For Akshara Foundation

As per our Audit Report of even date
For Singhvi, Dev & Unni
Firm Reg No 003867S/ LLPIN:AAP- 3305

Place: Bangalore

S Ranganath

Date: 25th September 2019

Partner
Membership No 201191
UDIN: 90201191AAAAAY3855
Place: Bangalore
Date: 25th September 2019
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AKSHARA FOUNDATION
No.621, 5th Main, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bangalore- 560043
Balance Sheet as on March 31, 2019
(Amount in Rupees)
Particulars

Sch No.

as at
March 31, 2019

as at
March 31, 2018

Corpus Fund

1

1,60,88,941

2,81,76,050

Current Liabilities

2

13,62,939

13,11,269

(60)

-

1,74,51,819

2,94,87,321

Inter Branch Office Account
Total
Fixed assets

3

5,86,147

7,14,888

Funded Fixed Assets

4

11,72,613

18,30,215

Deposits

5

5,76,820

5,76,820

Other Current Assets

6

3,67,443

4,73,894

Cash and Bank Balances

7

1,47,48,797

2,58,91,504

1,74,51,819

2,94,87,321

Total
Significant accounting policies and notes thereon
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Connect with us
THE GKA JINGLE – DOWNLOAD NOW!
The GKA Jingle is now in 7 regional languages. Composed by
Grammy winner Ricky Kej this foot-tapping jingle is creating
excitement among children and adults alike.
The downloadable version of the jingle can be heard on many
mobile phones and is a big hit.

For Akshara Foundation

As per our Audit Report of even date
For Singhvi, Dev & Unni
Firm Reg No 003867S/ LLPIN:AAP- 3305

Place: Bangalore
Date: 25th September 2019

S Ranganath
Partner

This can be downloaded from:
https://soundcloud.com/akshara-foundation/sets/math-magic-songs-7languages

Membership No 201191
UDIN: 90201191AAAAAY3855
Place: Bangalore
Date: 25th September 2019

AKSHARA FOUNDATION
www.a ksha ra .org.in
http://blo g.akshara.o rg.in/
http://www.facebook.com/aksharadotorg
http://twitter.com/aksharadotorg
http://www.flickr.com/photos/aksharadotorg/
http://www.youtube.co/user/AksharaFoundation
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No.621, 5th Main road, OMBR Layout, Banaswadi, Bangalore-560043
Phone:+ 91-80-25429726/27/28 • Fax: +91-80-25429728
info@akshara.org.in • www.akshara.org.in

